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ABOUT ANTIQUE COLLECTING
Heart of the market
Antique Collecting has been at the heart
of the antiques and art market for more
than 50 years, acting as a single point of
reference for a passionate and highly
engaged readership.
Today, as the sector continues to evolve driven by technology, buying patterns and
changing tastes - we're continuing to
produce a forward-thinking magazine that

reflects these changes.
We've recently refreshed our design to
create a publication that captures the
excitement of the modern marketplace,
while remaining the go-to source for
expert insight and advice.
From Qianlong ceramics to mid century
Danish design - we've got it covered.
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Essential Reading
Antique Collecting caters for affluent
readers who are dedicated to antiques
and art.
Covering a wide range of areas, our
expert writers offer invaluable insight and
editorial integrity across informative
.

articles, the latest market news and
buying guides.
From experienced collectors and buyers,
to the younger design-conscious, it is
simply a must-read.
.
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ABOUT OUR READERS
Readership
When it comes to collecting and buying, our readers
are some of the best informed and knowledgeable in
the world.
Educated, affluent and highly engaged, they are
passionate about antiques, the arts and culture.

Targeted distribution
As a subscription-only publication, our
highly targeted distribution ensures
Antique Collecting is directly delivered to
readers' homes each month.

Reader insight
45% spend between £500 and £5,000 on one-off
purchases
95% regularly buy antiques
64% regularly attend auctions – with 41% attending
two to nine auctions each year
Serious, qualified buyers and collectors
1% has spent more than £50,000 on an item during
the last year
(Source: Antique Collecting reader survey)
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ANTIQUE COLLECTING ONLINE
Website - www.antique-collecting.co.uk
The Antique Collecting website is attracting a growing
audience, with visit numbers currently standing at
15,000 per month.
The website is a lively mix of news, articles, expert
guides and events - making it a recognised essential
resource for lovers of antiques and art.

Social Media
Aligned to the Antique Collecting website
are our social media channels
Our social channels are utilised to
communicate with an engaged audience joining in the conversation and driving
visitors to the Antique Collecting website.

Digital Magazine
The print edition of Antique Collecting is
also available as a digital subscription,
allowing readers to enjoy the magazine
anywhere on mobile devices.
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
Loyalty & Renewals
Antique Collecting has impressive renewal rates.
Long-term and regular advertisers, from international
brands to smaller businesses, consider the magazine
and website essential elements in their annual
marketing plans.

Options & Opportunities
As a premium media brand with a loyal and affluent
readership Antique Collecting offers flexible options
tailored to your advertising schedule.
Across both print and digital we can tailor adverts to
your business needs - from competitive digital
packages to premium page positions.

Contact Us
Please contact Jo Lord to discuss our flexible
advertising solutions.
Telephone: 01394 389950
Email: jo.lord@accartbooks.com

Inside Front/Back Cover
£1,375
Outside Back Cover
£1,650
Full Page Specified Position
Advertorial
£1,350
Full Page Specified Position
£1,250

Half Page Horizontal Insertion
£575
Half Page Vertical Insertion
£575
Quarter Page Insertion
£315
Online advertising
Billboard advert - £250 per
month
Sidebar advert - £175 per month

